
HIHS January Talk 2019 - Unusual Plants For The British Gardener

Roger Hirons: The Plant Doctor

Roger gave a fascinating talk on a wide range of unusual and rare plants that can flourish in our 
gardens. He bought along a large selection of plants to illustrate his talk, enthusiastically sharing his
impressive knowledge of plants and the stories behind them.

The Tulip Tree Liriodendron tulipifera
was first discovered in 1694.

It was often planted to entertain children;
as with no two leaves the same,

children would spend hours trying to find
two that were similar!

His gardening passion also grew at an early age,
encouraged by his parents who believed

you would most successful
doing something you enjoyed.

Roger advocated much of our approach to gardening should be common sense by emulating the 
way plants grow in the wild, to be the right way to choose plants for a particular environment. The 
Latin names for plants and their family or genus, for which his knowledge was encyclopaedic, often
gives a clue to their origin and how it likes to grow. Roger also encouraged gardeners to think ahead
with planting, since so many plants take years to fully develop their potential and pointed out when 
we pay more for large shrubs and trees in the garden centre we are just ‘buying time’.

The many plants Roger recommended is too large to detail but these four were specially interesting.

 Cornus controversa   Nyssa Sinensis     Nandina Firepower      Panola

Cornus controversa variegate: The Wedding Cake Tree. Nyssa Sinensis: The Kentucky Coffee Tree,
Nandina Firepower and Twilight: Heavenly Bamboo (A domestica and not bamboo)

Roger bought along Panola the unique cool season plants that are a hybrid crosses between pansies 
and violas. Panolas have the cold hardiness and high bloom count of violas and the larger (2-2.5″) 
bloom size of a pansy. Give panolas a good drink of water before any expected cold snap. The 
additional moisture in the plants, which means less stress, helps the panolas weather the freeze.

Roger was certainly an inspirational speaker and hopefully everyone will start to look to grow some
more unusual in their gardens. He was thanked for his fascinating talk and following a question and 
answer session received an appreciative round of applause.
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